Critical Limb Ischemia Course

COURSE FOCUSED ON DIABETIC FOOT

Live cases from Policlinico Abano Padova PD, ITALY

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

The program of CLIC 2019 will be submitted for accreditation by the European Accreditation Council for CME (EACCME) for all physicians participants.

EthicalMedTech

CLIC 2019 is in process of submission for Conference Vetting System. New Code of Ethical Business Practice has been applied by the CLIC organization.

ORGANIZATION
Margot de Laleu - margot@incathlab-events.com - Tel. +33 (0)6 46 03 22 80

SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY
Morgane Airaudi - morgane.airaudi@incathlab.com - Tel. +33 (0)7 83 45 45 63

MEDIAS & AFFILIATIONS
Rocio Reina - rocio.reina@incathlab.com - Tel. +33 (0)7 82 98 66 81

MARCH 21ST & 22ND 2019 PADUA ITALY

PRELIMINARY INVITED FACULTY

E. VARGAS MD - San Jose, Costa Rica
R. VANCE MD - Sidney, Australia
S. TOMOVAIS MD - Tempe, USA
S. THOMAS MD - Paris, Portugal
A. SKHIMI MD - Lecce, Italy
C. RABBIA MD - Turin, Italy
G. PRAETI MD - Genoa, Italy
A. PHILLIPS MD - Colorado, USA
C. PENA MD - Mexico, USA
L. MORELLI MD - San José, Costa Rica
P. MUITHAUNGRA MD - Bangkok, Thailand
B. MICHAELA MD - Belgium, Italy
A. MIURA MD - Tokyo, Japan
O. LIDA MD - North Carolina, USA
5. KUM MD - Singapore
K. KATSIONIS MD - Patras, Greece
M. GARELLO MD - Bergamo, Italy
R. FEINERI MD - Bergamo, Italy
F. FANELLI MD - Rome, Italy
L. DIAS-SANDOVAL MD - Wyoming, USA
R. PANETTI MD - Rome, Italy
C. CERUTI MD - Bergamo, Italy
A. CHANDRA MD - San Francisco, USA
S. BRANUHLA MD - Leuca, Germany
L. BABBASUK MD - Leuca, Germany
M. ANTONETTO MD - Padua, Italy
Y. ALEXANDRENI MD - Liège, Belgium
F. ARISTOTI MD - Milano, Italy
G. ADAMS MD - North Carolina, USA

CASES SUBMISSION

Deadline for submission: February 1st 2019

Your case will have the chance to be presented in front of the CLIC audience.

Authors of selected cases will automatically receive a grant and will have the opportunity to travel to the event.

Share your personal experience!
Thursday, March 21st

08.15 SESSION I: CHALLENGING PATIENTS
   Introduction
   LIVE CASE #1 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PARALLEL PRESENTATIONS
   - Anatomical complication
   - Medical complication

10.15 Coffee break

10.45 SESSION II: CHALLENGING TREATMENTS
   LIVE CASE #2 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PARALLEL FLASH CASE PRESENTATIONS
   - SFA
   - Popliteal
   - BTK/BTA

13.15 Lunch break

14.15 SESSION III: SURGERY VERSUS ENDO FOR COMPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT
   LIVE CASE #3 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PRESENT YOUR CASE
   Case presentations by participants

15.30 Coffee break

16.00 SESSION IV: ENDOVASCULAR MANAGING COMPLICATIONS
   LIVE CASE #4 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PARALLEL FLASH CASE PRESENTATIONS
   - Complication because of a perforation
   - Complication because of devices

17.30 INDUSTRY SESSION

17.45 Adjourn

Friday, March 22nd

08.30 SESSION V: CHALLENGING CROSSING CTOS
   CONSTRUCTIVE DISCUSSION
   Surgery versus endo for antegrade/retrograde accesses
   LIVE CASE #5 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PARALLEL FLASH CASE PRESENTATIONS
   - Subintimal approach
   - Calcifications crossing
   - Retrograde access

10.30 Coffee break

11.00 SESSION VI: MANAGING COMPLICATIONS
   CONSTRUCTIVE DISCUSSION
   Closing devices complications
   LIVE CASE #6 (INDUSTRY UNRESTRICTED SPONSORING)
   PARALLEL FLASH CASE PRESENTATIONS
   - Complications with multi-level artery lesions
   - Complications because “It was my fault”

13.15 Lunch break

14.15 SESSION VII: MY WORST NIGHTMARE...
   ... AND I FAILED
   Case presentation
   ... BUT I SUCCEEDED
   Case presentation
   PRESENT YOUR CASE
   Case presentations by participants

16.00 INDUSTRY SESSION

16.15 Take home messages

16.30 Coffee break closing

Different techniques will be performed during live cases to treat the patient and improve outcomes:
   BMS - DES - Covered stents - DCB -Scoring balloon - Mimetic tech - Thrombectomy - Atherectomy…